
Chapter 1.Chapter 1.  IntroductionIntroduction

What is spectroscopy?What is spectroscopy?

Study of matter through interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter.Study of matter through interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter.
The strength ofThe strength of  radiation can be minimized to affect the matter as little asradiation can be minimized to affect the matter as little as
possible (possible (Exception: strong field spectroscopy or quantum controlException: strong field spectroscopy or quantum control).).    In mostIn most
cases, time dependent perturbation theory in Quantum Mechanicscases, time dependent perturbation theory in Quantum Mechanics  providesprovides
sufficient theoretical description.sufficient theoretical description.

Spectroscopy provides information on energy levelsSpectroscopy provides information on energy levels

Due to energy conservation, the following relation holds:Due to energy conservation, the following relation holds:

absent for emissionabsent for emission absent forabsent for  absorptionabsorption



Spectroscopy gives the Spectroscopy gives the difference of energy levelsdifference of energy levels only. only.  Thus, itsThus, its
correct interpretation requires some background quantum mechanicalcorrect interpretation requires some background quantum mechanical
information on the matter or molecule (information on the matter or molecule (This becomes simplified if weThis becomes simplified if we
know that the initial or final state corresponds to the ground state ofknow that the initial or final state corresponds to the ground state of
the moleculethe molecule).).

Selection RulesSelection Rules  are important for assigning the energy levels.are important for assigning the energy levels.

Photon is a boson with spin 1.Photon is a boson with spin 1.    When it is absorbed or emitted, the totalWhen it is absorbed or emitted, the total
angular momentum of matter plus radiation should be conserved.  This inangular momentum of matter plus radiation should be conserved.  This in
generalgeneral  leads to the general selection rule that leads to the general selection rule that the total angular momentumthe total angular momentum
quantum number of the matter changes by 1 or remain invariant underquantum number of the matter changes by 1 or remain invariant under
special circumstancesspecial circumstances..

Other symmetry requirementsOther symmetry requirements  may lead to selection rules specific formay lead to selection rules specific for
each molecule.  each molecule.  Group theoryGroup theory is very useful for understanding these is very useful for understanding these
selection rules.selection rules.



Types of SpectroscopyTypes of Spectroscopy

Visible: Visible: λλ==4,000 -7,000 Å; UV: 4,000 -7,000 Å; UV: λλ==2,000 -4,000 Å; Vacuum UV:  2,000 -4,000 Å; Vacuum UV:  λλ <  < 2,000 Å2,000 Å



Spectroscopy provides information on the dynamicsSpectroscopy provides information on the dynamics  of moleculesof molecules

Analysis of Analysis of vibrational vibrational and rotational energy levels, and rotational energy levels, lineshapelineshape
analysis, and time resolved spectroscopy providesanalysis, and time resolved spectroscopy provides  information on theinformation on the
quantum and classical dynamics of the molecule and environments.quantum and classical dynamics of the molecule and environments.

Most spectroscopy is a result of interaction between electric fieldMost spectroscopy is a result of interaction between electric field
component of radiation and dipole (or transition dipole) moment.component of radiation and dipole (or transition dipole) moment.


